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Chesco 07.08.12
Valley 64.5 Deg at 9AM and 68 deg at noon
West Valley 78 Deg at 1:30PM

If you took a temp at 5pm, it would read >70*, and that was on Sunday on a partly cloudy 90*
day.
Saturday the air temp was close to 100*. The water temp would be real hot by late afternoon. A
lot of guys fish in the evening after work. Not a good time to fish Valley or any other stream with
wild trout in the SE.
The water is very low and heats up quickly. And with any T-storm or downpour, HOT water is
injected directly into Valley from the runoff from highways, parking lots and storm drains.
It a miracle the fish are there, you can thank the efforts from Valley Forge TU. Fade and the
Prof, better yet, you can send you donation here.

Give the fish a break and wait for the temps to go down.

Great post and 100% accurate. But that won't stop the idiots from fishing it. The only solace is that
they're horrible at fishing.

Afish please remind this poster that ad hominen attacks are not permitted on Paflyfish. oh wait..since he
probably doesn't understand Latin tell him that personal attacks will not be condoned...oops since he will
probably have to look up condone in the dictionary just tell him this type of personal attack is not
allowed/permitted/acceptable/permissible...I sure he will know the meaning of one of these words.

Great respone. Keep fishing over those stressed fish. I guess if they don't die right in front of you then they
never die. Here's a term for you to look up, lactic acid build up. But you probably know all about that being the
ethical fisherman who doesn't fish once the water temps hit 70. What a joke.

